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   EXPERIMENTS


   Drivers of Avian Local Species Richness: Continental-Scale Gradients, Regional Landscape, or Local Land Cover?

  


 

  	 
  ABSTRACT

  
 Students learn how to test hypotheses related to the local, regional, and continental determinants of local breeding bird species richness, using georeferenced data from
 standardized point counts and remotely-sensed data, including orthoimages and continental-scale land use and land cover. The exercise is intended as a small-group bounded
 inquiry. The activity requires a short period of in-class introduction and time for student presentations, but completion of the exercise can be done outside of class.
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  CLASS TIME

  2 to 3 hours. This includes 30 - 45 minutes for an introduction to the activity, 10 minute check-in sessions on each of two subsequent class periods, 
  and one hour for presentations. Time for presentations depends on class size: each 3-5 person team will do a 7 to 10 minute presentation. 


   OUTSIDE OF CLASS TIME

   5 hours or more per student. The per-student time varies, depending on how well organized teams are and how skilled students are with figuring out unfamiliar
   computer applications. Allow 2 weeks to complete the out-of-class component of the activity.


   STUDENT PRODUCTS

   Each student-team submits a worksheet that has a scaffolded set of questions about the exercise. Each team also provides a data table and four graphs that summarize
   their data collection and analysis. The team makes an oral presentation about their data analysis and conclusions, and they submit the powerpoint slide set as a product.  
	

	
   SETTING

   North America, using publically-available data accessed from the internet; patch-scale
to landscape-scale data for land use / land cover and species richness.
   


   COURSE CONTEXT

   
  Undergraduate ecology, class of 30 students 
   


   INSTITUTION

   Small 4-year primarily-undergraduate institution

                       
   TRANSFERABILITY

   
  A simplified version of this activity may be appropriate for non-majors or high-school students. The activity is also appropriate for upper-division (junior/senior) undergraduates. 
  The exercise is suitable for most students, including those who cannot easily go into the field. The only students for whom this activity may not be suitable are the visually-impaired.  
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     Land cover near the point count’s location (source: 2006 National Land Cover Data), and a matching high-resolution image of the point count location (source: Google Earth).
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